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Developing a new MRI scanner in downtown Toronto

DR. JEFF STAINSBY
Principle Scientist, MR Division
Synaptive Medical

After graduating from post-graduate studies in the Imaging Research group of the Department of Medical Biophysics at the University of Toronto, Dr. Stainsby continued to be involved in academic research supporting cardiac MRI at Sunnybrook hospital. Following that role Dr. Stainsby transitioned to an industry scientist position working for GE Healthcare in their Magnetic Resonance Applied Science Lab, supporting collaboration between GE and various Canadian research sites. While at GE, Dr. Stainsby had roles which included contributing as a scientist exploring new applications in cardiac and neuro MRI, and also spent time as manager of the Cardiac and Interventional MR Applied Science Lab team. After many years at GE, Dr. Stainsby chose to explore a new opportunity with a small Toronto-based med-tech startup company (Synaptive Medical) where his role as Principal Scientist in the MR division is helping to define, develop and produce a novel new MRI system aimed to improve the accessibility of MRI.

RSVP for a meeting link here
https://forms.gle/iyYszgpw9egY3CRDA

Tuesday, Mar 29 2022
5:30-6:30 PM